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                Math 10   Morriss Commute Time  __________ ___________________ ____________________________________________  Pre - COVID, stat s students  investigated commute times to  campus among students and  employees . S ome of their data:   1. What popula tion parameter did the students investigate? In which  populations ?   2 . Does one group appear to have commute for a longer time, on  average?  I f  so, which one? Either way, how did you decide?   3. Construct 95% confidence intervals for the mean commute time in each population.   4 . Interpret each  confidence interval with a sentence th at begins ,  "I'm 95% sure that..."   5. Why is the confidence interval for mean commute time so much wider for employees?   6 . Would 90% confidence intervals be wider or narrower? Explain.   7 . Notice that the confidence intervals ove rlap. C omment on the implications for any  statistica l conclusions we mi ght make  about mean commute times .  __________ ___________________ ____________________________________________ Population  Students  Employees  number of respondents  70  21  mean commute time (minutes)  23.7  16.2  standard deviation  (minutes)  14.9  15.0            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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                100% Satisfied Students

                Join 3,4 million+ members who are already getting homework help from StudyDaddy!
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